RNA SHAPE experiments have become important and successful sources of information for RNA structure prediction. In such experiments, chemical reagents are used to probe RNA backbone flexibility at the nucleotide level, which in turn provides information on base pairing and therefore secondary structure. Little is known, however, about the statistics of such SHAPE data. In this work, we explore different representations of noise in SHAPE data and propose a statistically sound framework for extracting reliable reactivity information from multiple SHAPE replicates. Our analyses of RNA SHAPE experiments underscore that a normal noise model is not adequate to represent their data. We propose instead a log-normal representation of noise and discuss its relevance.
the Kalman filter [34, 35] , an algorithm commonly used in signal processing and control 84 theory, to SHAPE data. This filter works by optimally fusing two sources of 85 information: prior knowledge on nucleotide reactivity and the noisy measurements. It 86 has previously been applied to protein structure determination from NMR data [36, 37] . 87 For our purposes, we use the log-normal distribution of SHAPE reactivities as the 88 required prior with the goal of optimally extracting true reactivity information from the 89 noisy measurements. 90 In this work, we explore the following questions. First, how much of an advantage 91 over averaging does a sophisticated denoising strategy, such as Kalman filtering, offer 92 when extracting a reactivity signal from noisy replicates? Second, how many replicates 93 are required for robust signal extraction? Given that the majority of published SP data 94 consists of between one and three replicates, these questions are critical to experimental 95 design. We address these questions under the assumptions of our proposed noise model. 96 The paper is organized as follows: In the Background section, we provide an overview of 97 SHAPE experiments followed by a discussion on the factors contributing to noise in 98 these experiments. We then discuss important characteristics of SHAPE data and give a 99 brief overview of signal filtering. In the section that follows, we revisit the statistical 100 models used in replicate processing and propose a noise model based on the log 101 transformation. We then provide a description of how Kalman filtering can be applied 102 as a denoising strategy in the context of replicate processing. In the Results section, we 103 compare the approaches of averaging and Kalman filtering using replicates simulated 104 under the proposed statistical model. Finally, we conclude with a discussion on the 105 statistical models and signal processing methods described and future directions. 106 Background 107
Overview of SHAPE experiments and reactivity reconstruction 108
In a typical SHAPE experiment, a sample of an RNA is treated with a chemical reagent 109 that selectively forms adducts on nucleotides along flexible regions of the molecule. 110 After treatment, reverse transcription is applied to detect locations of adduct formation. 111 The adducts interfere with this transcription, either by causing termination or, in the 112 case of SHAPE-MaP experiments [38] , by introducing a mutation in the nascent cDNA 113 strand. Lengths of the cDNA fragments, or equivalently, mutation sites, correspond to 114 their locations along the RNA. The number of modifications per nucleotide are then 115 converted into a modification rate. Reverse transcription is simultaneously applied to an 116 untreated sample of the RNA. One way to determine a reactivity value per nucleotide is 117 to compute the difference between the modification rates per-site on the reagent-treated 118 and control samples [39, 40] . The reactivity resulting from this background-subtraction 119 is a measure of the nucleotide's sensitivity towards the reagent and correlates with the 120 local backbone flexibility [41] . As structurally constrained regions of an RNA correspond 121 to base-paired nucleotides, nucleotides exhibiting low reactivities are likely paired while 122 elements whose functionality hinges on their ability to alternate between two 165 conformations to regulate gene expression [46] . This switching between folds cannot be 166 instantaneous without violating physical laws: the change in structure must be gradual 167 and thus gives way to the existence of intermediate structures between folding pathways. 168 As a SHAPE reactivity reflects the combined reactivity of all RNA copies co-existing in 169 the sample, the degree of structural diversity in the sample ultimately affects the 170 differences between replicate measurements. 171 The discrepancies between replicates reflect a composite effect of both the technical 172 and biological variation. We refer to this combination as the measurement noise, which 173 we aim to model. 174 Characteristics of SHAPE data 175 As SHAPE profiles include measurement noise, a term we use to span the effects of 176 multiple facets of experimental uncertainty, any analysis of these data must include a 177 denoising step. The traditional approach is to compute the average across replicates. 178 This method is sensible under an implicit assumption that the true reactivity value of a 179 nucleotide is corrupted by additive noise that follows a zero-mean distribution. Most 180 often, this distribution is assumed to be Gaussian. However, the number of processing 181 steps involved in the quantification of the SHAPE profile, namely, computing the 182 chemical modification rates, the background-subtraction, and the normalization 183 processes, raise doubts about this assumption. We diverge from the traditional 184 approach and propose a log transformation based noise model that renders the data 185 amenable to well-established signal processing techniques. The foundation of our noise 186 model, which will be introduced in the following section, was further prompted by the 187 following fundamental observation on SHAPE data: the empirical distribution of 188 SHAPE reactivities is highly skewed. This distribution is in fact near-Gaussian after 189 applying a log transformation [30] . We adopt this log-normality as an assumption for 190 the remainder of our work.
191
Before proceeding, we note that some caution is required when defining a noise [47] . For each nucleotide, the mean value of the 5 measurements were calculated and plotted against their standard deviation on a log-log plot. A linear fit is overlaid in red. Note that negative reactivity values were not included as they are incompatible with the log-log plot. if the assumption of additive Gaussian noise is invalid. A filter is optimal if it produces 227 the best estimate under a certain prescribed criterion or model [48] . One example of an 228 optimal filter is the Kalman filter (KF) which estimates a parameter in a system 229 affected by additive Gaussian noise. This filter is often utilized in optimal tracking 230 systems and signal processing problems to smooth noisy data or to estimate a parameter 231 from a set of noisy measurements [49] . For the KF, the optimality criterion is defined as 232 prior distribution in the ensuing predict step.
244
The Kalman gain is an optimal weighting factor between the previous prediction and 245 the newly observed measurement. Its value depends on the uncertainties of both the 246 prediction and the new measurement. Initially, the prediction is based solely on the 247 input prior. When the measurement is noisy, the model relies more heavily on the prior. 248 Conversely, when the measurements are reliable, the filter puts less weight on the prior. 249
After all measurements have been handled, the final prediction is taken as an estimate 250 of the parameter of interest. This prediction represents an optimal fusion of the prior 251 and the measured values. In classical Kalman filtering applications, the input data is a 252 discrete time series of measurements on a system in which there are two sources of is to remove the errors in these measurements and recover the true reactivity. A full 259 mathematical characterization of the KF implementation employed in this work is 260 provided in Methods.
261
Models for signal extraction in SHAPE data 262 Below, we introduce notation and discuss two noise models for SHAPE data. We also 263 review the methods used for signal extraction under each model. relationship between the i th replicate r i m and the ground truth reactivity s m is governed 281 by the following relationship:
Here, z i m is the measurement noise term, which is assumed to follow a zero-mean 283 Gaussian distribution with standard deviation σ zm . We term this model the normal 284 noise model. Under this model, the average reactivity for a nucleotide is
Assuming independence in the z i m s, this is also the maximum likelihood estimate for 286 s m [51] . We refer to the sequence of M nucleotides averaged in this way as the average 287 profile and denote itS. Although it is often not explicit, data processing pipelines that 288 employ an average across measured values are predicated on such a normal noise model. 289
Despite being a straightforward approach to combining replicates, averaging in this way 290 relies on a key assumption of the normal noise model that has yet to be experimentally 291 verified; that is, the assumption of an additive Gaussian distribution of noise in the data 292 domain for probing data.
293
Log-Normal Noise Model
294
We have discussed three noteworthy features of SHAPE data: its log-normal 295 distribution, the skew in measurements introduced by replacing negative-valued 296 reactivities with zeros, and the heteroskedasticity observed in replicates. These features 297 allude to an asymmetric noise distribution. As the empirical SHAPE distribution is 298 Gaussian in the log domain, it is a natural extension to assume that the noise in 299 measurements follows a similar distribution. We were thus motivated to study the data 300 after a log transformation and further modeled the noise as following an additive 301 Gaussian distribution in the log domain. In such a model, the log measurement l i m is 302 related to the ground truth l m according to the following relationship:
The measurement noise term, w i m , is assumed to follow a zero-mean Gaussian 304 distribution with standard deviation σ wm . The w i m values are assumed to be 305 independent between measurements. We refer to this model as the log-normal noise 306 model. As before, the log measurements can be combined by taking their average. To 307 distinguish it from averaging in the data domain, we will refer to this process as 308 log-averaging. The log-averaged estimate of l m is
By reverting back to the data domain, we obtain el m as the final estimate for the 310 reactivity s m . In the log domain, the sequence of log-average reactivities for the M 311 nucleotides is denotedL. After reverting to the data domain, we refer to the sequence 312 of log-average reactivities as the log-average profile and denote it eL. We note that 313 additive noise in the log domain implies multiplicative noise in the data domain, hence 314
where
The central assumptions of the log-normal noise model render the problem of 316 optimally extracting a reactivity value from noisy measurements directly applicable to 317 Kalman filtering. The KF exploits the distribution of the SHAPE data in the log 318 domain as an auxiliary information source and uses it to extract information from noisy 319 measurements. We apply a simplified version of the 1 dimensional KF to a system 320 consisting of a single nucleotide with a ground truth reactivity value that persists 321 reactivity, are described by Eq. 3. The filtering process is carried out in the log domain 323 separately for each nucleotide. The KF inputs are summarized below: 324 1. The log measurements, l 1 m , l 2 m , . . . , l N m , which make up the measurement vector. 325 2. The uncertainty in the measurements, σ wm . This value is estimated using the 326 sample variance of the l i m values. It is required by the filter to calculate the 327 Kalman gain. 328 3. The empirical distribution of log-transformed SHAPE data fit to a Gaussian 329 distribution, N (µ 0 , σ 0 ). This is used as the prior in the initial predict step.
330
The resulting KF reactivity is denoted k m and is an estimate of the log reactivity, l m .
331
Transforming back to the data domain gives e km as an estimate of the reactivity, s m .
332
The sequence of filtered reactivities is denoted K in the log domain and e K in the data 333 domain. We refer to e K as the Kalman filter profile or KF profile. A detailed 336
Results

337
We compared the two statistical filtering approaches for analyzing SHAPE replicates in 338 the log domain introduced above: log-averaging and Kalman filtering. The results 339 presented below are organized as follows. First, we discuss noise levels that are observed 340 in real SHAPE experiments. Then, using simulations, we compare the accuracies of log 341 average profiles to KF profiles by evaluating the ability of each approach to recover the 342 ground truth profile. Finally, we compare data-directed secondary structure prediction 343 results on profiles processed under assumptions of the normal and log-normal noise 344 models.
345
Noise levels observed in SHAPE experiments 346 We studied the noise observed in SHAPE data collected on the 2216 nucleotide RNA3 347 segment of the cucumber mosaic virus [47] . Included in this analysis were data coming 348 from experiments run on three forms of the RNA: in vitro (5 replicates Based on these ranges, we simulated replicates in the log domain with different noise 367 levels by uniformly selecting a standard deviation value within one of the specified ranges (either low, medium, or high). Note that just under 5% of the nucleotides in this 369 analysis exhibit variability in measurements exceeding the high level. 34 to 2094 nucleotides and sum to a total of 11070 nucleotides (see Table 1 of Methods 377 for a complete description). The known SHAPE profiles were treated as ground truth. 378 We simulated 3 replicates for each sequence according to the log-normal noise model. 379 We varied the simulated noise level by increasing the standard deviation of the log 380 measurements from 0 to 5. We then assessed the signal extraction capabilities of 381 log-averaging and Kalman filtering by comparing each resulting processed reactivity to 382 the ground truth. Root mean square (RMS) errors for varying reactivity and 383 noise-levels are shown in Fig 4 (a) . In low noise regimes, the two methods performed 384 comparably. However, in higher noise regimes, Kalman filtering recovered better the 385 ground truth reactivity than did log-averaging. 386 We repeated this analysis using 10 simulated replicates for each RNA. The RMS 387 errors for the two processing methods are shown in Fig 4 (b) . With this increase in the higher noise regime. Hence, Kalman filtering is a more robust method for signal 392 extraction in the case of high noise levels or limited replicates.
393
Using more than four replicates marginally improves accuracy 394 The results presented in the previous section emphasized the impact of replicate count 395 on the relative performances of log-averaging and Kalman filtering. Given the number of replicates is increased above this, then the two methods perform 408 comparably even in the presence of high noise. Thus, increasing the number of 409 replicates to be more than 4 does not significantly improve the results of either method. 410
Based on these findings, we recommend obtaining a minimum of 4 replicates. Error calculations were carried out in the log domain and the ground truth values were the log reactivities. See Methods for RMS calculation details. In moderate noise regimes, only a negligible difference between the log-averaging and Kalman filtering approaches is observed. However, in the high noise regime, the Kalman filtering approach better recovers the ground truth. This advantage is marginal after the replicate count is increased beyond 4. Note that errors increase with increasing noise levels.
Refining the Kalman filter prior improves accuracy 412
The results of the log-averaging approach can be improved either by increasing the results. Here, we demonstrate this idea with a simple simulation in which we defined an 419 "ideal" prior specialized for each nucleotide. This ideal prior is a Gaussian distribution 420 centered at the ground truth (log reactivity) for that nucleotide and with a small 421 standard deviation. We studied how deviations for this ideal prior affected the KF Intuitively, applying the KF with a prior that is inaccurate (i.e. having a large mean 433 offset) and precise (i.e. having a small standard deviation) results in the filter placing a 434 high level of confidence in a biased initial prediction. On the other hand, applying the 435 KF with a prior that is inaccurate but also imprecise (i.e. having a large standard 436 deviation) is comparable in performance to the log-averaging approach. This is because 437 the KF places a high level of confidence in the measurements while the prior is largely 438 ignored. To confirm this intuition, we performed the following two experiments:
439
• The prior used had a mean that was offset from the ideal by a fixed value. We 440 increased its standard deviation and studied the effects on the KF results. RMS 441 errors are shown in Fig 7 plotted against the prior standard deviation.
442
• The prior used had mean that was fixed at the ideal value. We increased its 443 standard deviation and studied the effects on the KF results. RMS errors are 444 shown in Fig 8 plotted against the prior standard deviation.
445
As expected, the KF performed best when provided with an accurate and precise prior 446 distribution. Its performance suffered the most when the prior mean offset was 447 increased but its standard deviation remained small. However, when the KF was fed a 448 highly inaccurate but also imprecise prior, the results mirrored that of log-averaging.
449
While these simulations can be seen as a purely theoretical exercise, we note that the 450 prior distribution was modeled based on data collected from years of RNA SHAPE Kalman filtering results using an inaccurate (biased) prior improves with increased uncertainty in prior. RMS errors were calculated over all nucleotides in our database. Error calculations were carried out in the log domain and the ground truth values were the log reactivities. See Methods for RMS calculation details. The prior used in the KF was biased by adding the offset µ offset = 3 to the ideal prior mean. As the standard deviation of the prior, σ m,0 , was increased, the filters performance improved, despite the mean offset. On the other hand, when standard deviation was close to 0, the filter is influenced by a narrow, biased prior and produced poor results. experiments. As more data is obtained, data characterizations will inevitably improve. 452 It is thus not far-fetched to foresee future datasets that beget more specialized prior 453 models.
454
Comparison of data-directed structure predictions under 455 different replicate processing strategies 456 A major applications of SHAPE data is in RNA secondary structure prediction. In 457 dynamic programming based secondary structure prediction algorithms, reactivities are 458 incorporated into the structure prediction algorithm by first being converted into a 459 pseudo-energy change term. This term is based on a linear-log relationship between 460 reactivities and pseudo-energies. Thus, the prediction algorithm internally transforms 461 the input profile to the log domain. For this section, we employ the RNAstructure software package [55] , which implements such an algorithm. When using multiple replicates, the goal is to first combine them in a way that optimally removes the noise 464 component. The resulting profile is then used as input to the prediction software to 465 ultimately improve prediction accuracies. The replicate processing can be done either in 466 the data domain by averaging, or in the log domain by log-averaging or Kalman 467 filtering. To compare these three approaches, we ran the following sets of computational 468 experiments to make secondary structure predictions on each of the 22 RNAs in our 469 database: For each set, the differences between the predicted structure and the reference structure 483 were quantified using the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) [56, 57] (see Methods 484 for MCC definition). As SET0 is the baseline set, we subtracted the MCC values of 485 SET1, SET2, and SET3 from those in SET0. These results are shown in Fig. 9 for 3 486 replicates simulated in the low, medium, and high noise regimes. Results using 2 and 4 487 simulated replicates are shown in S1 Fig and S2 Fig. For replicates simulated under 488 moderate noise levels, we did not observe substantial differences between the results of 489 SET1, SET2, and SET3. However, in the presence of high noise, the structures 490 predicted in SET2 and SET3 (using the log-average and KF profiles, respectively) were 491 closer in MCC to the baseline than SET1 (using the average profile). Comparing the 492 results of SET1 (averaging) and SET2 (log-averaging), for 17 of the 22 RNAs, the MCC 493 coefficients for the structures predicted using the log-average profiles were closer to the 494 baseline than those predicted using the average profiles. For these RNAs, the 495 improvement observed in the results in SET2 compared to SET1 was between 0.69% 496 and 48.21%. For the remaining RNAs, the decrease in MCC values in SET2 compared 497 to SET1 was less than 6.05%. On the other hand, the differences between the results of 498 the two log-domain processed profiles, SET2 (log-averaging) to SET3 ( An MCC difference of 0 indicates that when the processed profile was used as input to the RNAstructure software, the resulting predicted structure had the same accuracy as the one predicted using the ground truth profile as input. A positive MCC difference indicate that when the processed profile was input to to the RNAstructure software, the resulting predicted structure was less accurate than the one predicted using the ground truth profile as input. Note that the scale of the MCC differences vary between noise regimes. RNAs are ordered by length. See Table 1 of Methods for corresponding sequence names and lengths. Error bars represents standard errors over 10 repeated runs of replicate simulations.
Discussion
501
In this work, we explored models of noise in SHAPE experiments and compared 502 methods for replicate processing. The goal of replicate processing is to generate a profile 503 that captures as well as possible the true sequence of reactivities. This is done by 504 combining measurements for each nucleotide in a way that eliminates the contaminating 505 noise. Any statistically sound processing method is closely linked to the model 506 describing the system. A system model includes models for both the reactivity of a nucleotide and the noise effecting measurements, which is composed of many 508 contributing factors. Based on an empirical distribution of SHAPE data, we modeled 509 reactivities as following a log-normal distribution. We described two models for the 510 measurement noise in SHAPE experiments: the normal noise model and the log-normal 511 noise model. In both models, each nucleotide in an RNA was assumed to have a ground 512 truth reactivity value that persists between replicates. Nucleotide reactivities were also 513 assumed to be independent across an RNA. Considering the normal noise model, 514 replicate processing corresponds to simple measurement averaging. In the log-normal 515 noise model, we outlined two methods for replicate processing: log-averaging and prior. This auxiliary prior information employed by the filter is particularly useful for 528 signal extraction in the case of substantial noise or as the number of replicates decreases. 529
Accordingly, a well characterized prior represents an additional opportunity for 530 improvement in signal extraction beyond data quality and replicate count.
531
As mentioned above, Kalman filtering results are strongly tied to the quality of this 532
prior. We observed that a high quality prior mitigates the use of multiple replicates, 533 which can be a serious advantage in resource limited analysis of large RNA molecules. 534
Because such a prior is based on an empirical distribution which can be built with any 535 reasonably sized database, we take this opportunity to advocate the use of public data. 536
As more data becomes available, we anticipate that more specialized priors can be 537 generated, further improving filtering results. We again note that although we focused 538 on the SHAPE probe in this work, there are a variety of other experimental probes 539 available providing a wealth of opportunity for data characterization.
540
Future directions 541 Kalman filtering is just one of many possible signal processing methods available for 542 information extraction. In fact, the KF is a specialized form of the general class of 543 Bayesian filters [58] . Extended Kalman filters and particle filters and other members of 544 this class of filters loosen the Kalman constraints and can also be applied to the analysis 545 of SHAPE data.
546
A distinct advantage of filtering is that, as with the use of the prior distribution, it 547 provides opportunity to incorporate other types of information into the denoising scheme. Consider, as one example, the correlation effects of neighboring nucleotides in 549 SHAPE experiments, which have been noted and modeled [54] . Although in our study 550
we assumed independence between nucleotides, these effects can be incorporated into 551 processing algorithms to improve signal extraction. Such complex modeling is simply 552 inaccessible under an averaging framework, leaving these correlations as untapped 553 avenues for improved signal extraction.
554
As a final note, we reiterate that much work is to be done to fully characterize the 555 noise in any SP experiment. The intimate coupling of noise characterization and signal 556 extraction underscores the importance of this step in data processing. Although 557 structure prediction is the most prominent applications of SHAPE data, there exists a 558 breadth of emerging applications for SP data, such as data-directed sequence alignment 559 and the identification of conserved and functional RNA structures [27, 54, 59] . SP data 560
and filtering techniques need to be examined in the context of these data-drive 561 applications.
562
Materials and Methods
563
Preprocessing SHAPE data 564 Normalized SHAPE reactivity scores are expected to fall between 0 and 2. However, 565 values exceeding 2 and below 0 are not rare and most SHAPE profiles contain both 566 negative and 0 values. Thus, prior to the application of a log transformation, the profile 567 must undergo some preprocessing. A common approach for dealing with negative values 568 is to simply replace each occurrence with 0 [33] . We refrained from using this method as 569 a profile processed in this way still precludes the use of the log transformation. Another 570 approach is to replace negative reactivities with their absolute value. The drawback of 571 this approach stems from the distribution of negative valued reactivities: while negative 572 values correspond to unreactive nucleotides, the long tail in the distribution can result 573 in an unreactive nucleotide being assigned an uncharacteristically high reactivity.
574
To circumvent these problems, we followed a procedure similar to the one taken 575 in [30] . Using a large set of SHAPE data, we built a "background distribution" from the 576 empirical distribution of all negative values observed. Our background distribution 577 included data coming from the SHAPE profiles of all 22 RNAs in our database (see database are included in S1 Dataset.
To generate a replicate under the log-normal noise model for an RNA with ground truth 588 profile S, we simulated the reactivity measurements for each nucleotide m separately.
589
As log measurements follow Eq. 3, the log reactivity of nucleotide l m is corrupted by 590 additive noise w m following distribution N (0, σ wm ). A log measurement was simulated 591 by sampling from this distribution and adding it to l m . We selected σ wm from a Fig. 1 for comparison. The right panel consists of data coming from simulated replicates for the same RNA. The ground truth reactivity used the in replicate simulation was the average measurement per nucleotide coming from the real replicates. For the simulated replicates, noise levels were between σ min = 0 and σ max = 1.5. Note that negative reactivity values in the real data are not included as they are incompatible with the log-log plot.
Kalman filter implementation 599
We now provide a description of the simplified 1 dimensional implementation of the KF 600 we applied in the log domain. To maintain notational simplicity in this section, we drop 601 the m subscripts denoting the nucleotide but restate that the filter is applied per 602 nucleotide.
603
Recall in the log domain the relationship between the log measurements l i and the 604 true log reactivity l is
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We assume the w i values are independent and identically distributed as ∼ N (0, σ w ).
606
The measurement vector is [l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l N ]. 
The prior distribution is denoted N (µ 0 , σ 0 ). The log reactivity for a nucleotide, l, is 611 assumed to be a sample of this distribution. We set µ 0 = −1.74 and σ 0 = 1.52. These 612 values were obtained using Gaussian fit to the empirical distribution of our database of 613 10690 log transformed SHAPE reactivity values. Letl i denote the optimal estimate of l 614 after the i th KF iteration. The uncertainty in this estimate is denoted by σ 2 i . The
615
Kalman gain term at the i th iteration is denoted by K i .
616
The filter is initialized as follows. Prior to the inclusion of the first measurement, the 617 estimatel 0 relies solely on the prior. The estimate is thus the prior mean and its 618 uncertainty is the same as the prior variance. That is,
During the i th KF iteration, the i th measurement, l i , is incorporated into the estimate. 620
First, the Kalman gain is calculated as:
The new estimate,l i , and its uncertainty, σ i , are then calculated as:
The uncertainty, σ i , is in fact the variance in the posterior distribution of the prior 623 conditioned on the measurements incorporated so far. This value decreases as more 624 measurements are incorporated. The new estimate represents an optimal fusion of the 625 previous estimate and the newly incorporated measurement. The filter repeats Eqs. 8 -626 10 until all N measurements have been incorporated into the model. The final estimate 627 of l is k :=l N .
628
Note that our implementation appears to bypass the predict step of the standard KF 629 algorithm. This is because we assume no uncertainty in our model that the nucleotide's 630 reactivity remains constant between replicates. Thus, the predicted value for the Fig. 1, 3 , and 10 were created using the cucumber mosaic virus RNA3 sequence data 659 from [47] . The database used in the rest of our analysis was comprised of data coming 660 from the 22 RNAs listed in Table 1 with their appropriate source. The total number of 661 nucleotides in our database was 11070. From the published SHAPE profiles of these 662 RNAs, 1262 of the nucleotides have non-positive SHAPE reactivities. These were used 663 to build the background distribution described above. Another 380 nucleotides do not 664 have SHAPE scores recorded in the published profiles. Hence, a total of 10690 SHAPE 665 reactivities were used in our study. regimes. MCC differences are plotted compared to the baseline calculated in SET0. An 670 MCC difference of 0 indicates that when the processed profile was used as input to the 671
RNAstructure software, the resulting predicted structure had the same accuracy as the 672 one predicted using the ground truth profile as input. A positive MCC difference 673 indicate that when the processed profile was input to to the RNAstructure software, the 674 resulting predicted structure was less accurate than the one predicted using the ground 675 regimes. MCC differences are plotted compared to the baseline calculated in SET0. An 682 MCC difference of 0 indicates that when the processed profile was used as input to the 683 RNAstructure software, the resulting predicted structure had the same accuracy as the 684 one predicted using the ground truth profile as input. A positive MCC difference 685 indicate that when the processed profile was input to to the RNAstructure software, the 686 resulting predicted structure was less accurate than the one predicted using the ground 687 truth profile as input. Note that the scale of the MCC differences vary between low and 688 high noise regimes. RNAs are ordered by length. See 
